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The Hat Matrixin Regressionand ANOVA
DAVID C. HOAGLIN AND ROY E. WELSCH*
it is importantto understandthe influence
In least-squaresfitting
which a data y value will have on each fittedy value. A projection
matrix known as the hat matrix contains this informationand,
together with the Studentized residuals, provides a means of
exceptional data points. This approach also simplifies
identifying
the calculations involved in removinga data point, and it requires
only simple modificationsin the preferrednumericalleast-squares
algorithms.
KEY WORDS: Analysis of variance; Regression analysis; Projection matrix;Outliers;Studentizedresiduals; Least-squares computations.

In fittinglinear models by least squares it is very
often useful to determine how much influence or
leverageeach data y value (yj)can have on each fitted
to
y value (si). For thefittedvalue ySicorresponding
the data value yi, the relationship is particularly
to interpret,and it can reveal multistraightforward
variate outliers among the carriers (or x variables)
which might otherwise be difficultto detect. The
desired informationis available in the hat matrix,
which gives each fittedvalue 3' as a linear combination of the observed values yj. (The term "hat matrix" is due to JohnW. Tukey, who introducedus to
the technique about ten years ago.) The present
articlederives and discusses the hat matrixand gives
an example to illustrateits usefulness.
Section 2 defines the hat matrix and derives its
basic properties. Section 3 formallyexamines two
familiarexamples, while Section 4 'gives a numerical
example. In practice one must, of course, consider
the actual effectof the data y values in addition to
theirleverage; we discuss this in termsof the residuals in Section 5. Section 6 then sketcheshow the hat
matrixcan be obtained fromtwo accurate numerical
algorithmsused forsolvingleast-squares problems.
2. Basic Properties
We are concernedwiththe linear model
y = X
nXp

+ E,
pXl

(XTX)-lXTy.

Fromthisit is simpleto see that
y = X(XTX)-'XTy.

(2.2)

To emphasize the factthat(when Xis fixed)each 9i is
a linearfunctionof the yj, we write(2.2) as

1. Introduction

nXl

on the carriers X1, ...,
X, in terms of the data
values yi and xi,, . . ., xip for i = 1, . . ., n. (We
refrainfromthinkingof X1, . . ., Xp as independent
variables because they are oftennot independentin
any reasonable sense.) In fittingthe model (2.1) by
least squares (assuming that X has rank p and that
E(E) = 0 and var(E) = oaIJ), we usually obtain the
fittedor predicted values fromy = Xb, where b =

(2.1)

nXl

which summarizesthe dependence of the response y
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y = Hy,

(2.3)

where H = X(XTX)-lXT. The n x n matrixH is
known as the hat matrix simply because it maps y
into y. Geometrically,if we representthe data vector
y and the columnsof X as pointsin euclidean n space,
then the points X,8 (which we can obtain as linear
combinationsof the column vectors) constitutea p
dimensionalsubspace. The fittedvector y is the point
of that subspace nearest to y, and it is also the
perpendicularprojectionof y into the subspace. Thus
H is a projection matrix. Also familiaris the role
which H plays in the covariance matricesof y and of
r = y - y:

var()

=

var(r) =

c2H,

-2 - H).

(2.4)
(2.5)

For the data analyst, the element hij of H has a
direct interpretationas the amount of leverage or
influenceexerted on 9i by yj (regardlessof the actual
value of y3,since H depends only on X). Thus a look
at the hat matrixcan reveal sensitive points in the
design, points at which the value of y has a large
impact on the fit (Huber 1975). In using the word
"design" here, we have in mind both the standard
regressionor ANOVA situation,in which the values
of X1, . . ., Xp are fixedin advance, and the situation
in whichy and X1, . . ., Xp are sampled together.The
simpledesigns, such as two-wayanalysis of variance,
give good control over leverage (as we shall see in
Section 3); and with fixed X one can examine, and
perhaps modify,the experimentalconditions in advance. When the carriers are sampled, one can at
least determine whether the observed X contains
sensitive points and consider omittingthem if the
correspondingy value seems discrepant.Thus we use
the hat matrixto identify"high-leveragepoints." If
this notion is to be really useful, we must make it
more precise.
The influenceof the response value yi on the fitis
most directlyreflectedin its leverage on the corre17

sponding fitted value yi, and this is precisely the
containedin hii,the correspondingdiagoinformation
nal elementof the hat matrix.We can easily imagine
fittinga simpleregressionline to data (xi, yi), making
large changes in the y value correspondingto the
largest x value, and watching the fittedline follow
that data point. In this one-carrierproblem or in a
two-carrierproblema scatterplot will quickly reveal
any x outliers, and we can verifythat they have
relativelylarge diagonal elements hii. When p > 2,
scatter plots may not reveal multivariateoutliers,
which are separated in p space fromthe bulk of the x
points but do not appear as outliersin a plot of any
single carrieror pair of carriers,and the diagonal of
the hat matrix is a source of valuable diagnostic
information.In addition to being somewhat easier to
understand,the diagonal elements of H can be less
troubleto compute, store, and examine, especially if
n is moderatelylarge. Thus attentionfocuses primarily (often exclusively) on the hii, which we shall
sometimes abbreviate hi. We next examine some of
theirproperties.
As a projection matrix, H is symmetric and
idempotent(H2 = H), as we can easily verifyfrom
the definitionfollowing(2.3). Thus we can write
n

hi= i

=

h +

j=l

E

hg,

(2.6)

joi

and it is immediatelyclear that 0 c hii ' 1. These
limits are helpful in understandingand interpreting
hii,but they do not yet tell us when hiiis large. We
know, however, that the eigenvalues of a projection
matrixare eitherzero or one and thatthe numberof
nonzero eigenvalues is equal to the rank of the
matrix. In this case, rank(H) = rank(X) = p, and
hence trace(H) = p, i.e.,
n

E

hi= p.

(2.7)

The average size of a diagonal element of the hat
matrix, then, is p/n. Experience suggests that a
reasonable rule of thumb for large hi is hi > 2p/n.
Thus we determinehigh-leveragepointsby lookingat
the diagonal elements of H and paying particular
attentionto any x point forwhich hi > 2p/n. Usually
we treat the n values hi as a batch of numbersand
bringthemtogetherin a stem-and-leafdisplay (as we
shall illustratein Section 4). For a more refined
screeningwhen the model includes the constantcarrier and the rows of X are sampled froma (p - 1)
variate Gaussian distribution,we could use the fact
that (for any single hi) [(n - p)(hi - 1/n)]/[(p - 1)(1
- hi)] has an F distributionon p - 1 and n - p
degrees of freedom.
h-1 that whenever
= 0
From (2.6), we can also see
or h = 1, we have hij = 0 for all j # i. These two
extremecases can be interpretedas follows. First,if
h= 0, then9i mustbe fixed at zero by design- it is
not affectedby yior by any othery3.A pointwithx =
0 when the model is a straightline throughthe origin
18

provides a simpleexample. Second, when hii = 1, we
have )i = y1-the model always fits this data value
exactly. In effect,the model dedicates a parameterto
this particular observation (as is sometimes done
explicitlyby adding a dummyvariable to remove an
outlier).
Now that we have developed the hat matrixand a
numberof its properties,we turnto three examples,
two designed and one sampled. We then discuss (in
Section 5) how to handle yi when hiiindicates a highleverage point.
3. Formal Examples
To illustratethe hat matrixand develop our intuition, we begin with two familiarexamples in which
the calculationscan be done by simple algebra.
The usual regressionline,
Yi

+ Ei,
Io + 013Xi

has
)T

and a few steps of algebra give
hij = - + [(Xi -

)j-

& ,)]

E

(xk - x)2]

(3.1)

Next we examine the relationshipbetween structure and leverage in a simple balanced design: a twoway table with R rows and C columns and one
observation per cell. (Behnken and Draper (1972)
discuss variances of residuals in several more complicated designs. It is straightforward
to findH through
X
R
C table is
(2.5).) The usual model forthe
Yij = AL+ ai + 8j + Ej,

withthe constraintsa1 + . . . + aR = 0 and /31+ ...
+ f3c = 0; here n = RC and p = R + C - 1. We
could, of course, writethismodel in the formof (2.1),
but it is simplerto preserve the subscriptsi and j and
to denote an elementof the hat matrixas hij,kl. When
we recall that
yij = Yi. + Y.j - Y..

(3.2)

(a dot in place of a subscriptindicates the average
withrespect to thatsubscript),it is straightforward
to
obtain
hijij = 1/C + (1/R) - (1/RC)
hijil = (R - 1)/RC,
hijkj= (C - 1)/RC,
hj = -(1/RC),

=

(R + C

-

1)/RC;
(3.3)

1 /j;

(3.4)

k # i;

(3.5)

k #i, 1 j.

(3.6)

From (3.3) we see thatall the diagonal elementsof H
are equal, as we would expect in a balanced design.
Further, (3.3) through (3.6) show that gi%will be
affectedby any change in Yklforany values of k and 1.
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4. A NumericalExample

Moisture
content

In this section we examine the hat matrix in a
regression example, emphasizing (either here or in
Section 5) the connections between it and other
sources of diagnosticinformation.We use a ten-point
example, forwhichwe can easily presentH in full.In
a largerdata set, we would generallywork withonly
the diagonal elements, hi. Welsch and Kuh (1977)
discuss a largerexample.
The data for this example come fromDraper and
Stoneman (1966); we reproduce it in Table 1. The
response is strength,and the carriers are the constant, specific gravity, and moisture content. To
probe the relationshipbetween the nonconstantcarriers,we plot moisturecontentagainst specificgravity (Figure A). In this plot, point 4, with coordinates
(0.441, 8.9), is to some extenta bivariate outlier(its
value is not extremeforeithercarrier),and we should
expect it to have substantial leverage on the fit.
Indeed, if thispoint were absent, it would be considto distinguishthe two carriers.
erablymoredifficult
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7
9
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gravity

1
2
3
4
5
6
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8
9
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Figure A. The Two Carriersfor the Wood Beam Data (Plotting
symbolis beam number.).

We note that h4 is the largest diagonal element and
thatitjust exceeds the level (2p/n = 6/10) set by our
rough rule of thumb. Examining H element by element,we findthatit responds to the otherqualitative
featuresof FigureA. For example, the-relativelyhigh
leverage of points 1 and 3 reflectstheirposition as
extremes in the scatter of points. The moderate
negativevalue of h1,4is explained by the positions of
points 1 and 4 on opposite sides of the rough sloping
band where the rest of the points lie. The moderate
positive values of h1,8 and h11loshow the mutually
reinforcingpositions of these three points. The central position of point 6 accounts for its low leverage.
Other noticeable values of hij have similar explanations.
Having identifiedpoint4 as a high-leveragepointin
this data set, it remainsto investigatethe effectof its
position and response value on the fit. Does the
model fitwell at point 4, or should this point be set
aside? We turnto these questions next.

11.14
12.74
13.13
11.51
12.38
12.60
11.13
11.70
11.02
11.41

The hat matrixforthis X appears in Table 2, and a
stem-and-leafdisplay (Tukey 1972b, 1977) of the
diagonal elements(rounded to multiplesof .01) is as
follows:
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1. Data on Wood Beams
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2. The Hat Matrixfor the Wood Beam Data (lower triangleomittedby symmetry)
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5. Bringingin the Residuals
So far we have examined the design matrixX for
evidence of points where the data value y has high
leverage on the fitted value I. If such influential
points are present, we must still determinewhether
they have had any adverse effects on the fit. A
discrepant value of y, especially at an influential
design point, may lead us to set that entireobservation aside (planningto investigateit in detail separately) and refitwithout it, but we emphasize that
such decisions cannot be made automatically.As we
can see forthe regressionline, with hijgiven by (3.1),
the more extremedesign points generallyprovide the
greatest informationon certain coefficients(in this
case, the slope), and omittingsuch an observation
may substantiallyreduce the precisionwithwhichwe
can estimate those coefficients.If we delete row i,

that is, xi

=

. ., xi), from the design matrix X

(xi,

and denote the resultby X(>),then (Rao 1965, p. 29),
except for the constant factor oT2, the covariance
matrixof b is
MX(i))-

1=

(XTX)-'

1/(1 - hi).

+ (XTX)'lXiTxi(XTX)

(5.1)

The presence of (1 - hi) in the denominatorshows
how removinga high-leveragepoint may increase the
variance of coefficientestimates. Alternatively,the
accuracy of the apparentlydiscrepantpoint may be
beyond question, so that dismissingit as an outlier
would be unacceptable. In both these situations,
then,the apparentlydiscrepantpoint may forceus to
question the adequacy of the model.
In detectingdiscrepanty values, we always examine the residuals, ri = yi - 9i, using such techniques

as a scatterplotagainst each carrier, a scatterplot
against 9, and a normalprobabilityplot. (Anscombe
(1973) has discussed and illustratedsome of these.)
When there is substantial variation among the hi
values, (2.5) indicatesthatwe should allow fordifferences in the variances of the ri(Anscombe and Tukey
1963) and look at ri/(1 - hi)1)2.This adjustmentputs
the residuals on an equal footing,but it is oftenmore
convenientto use the standardizedresidual, ri/(s(1 hi)"2), where S2 is the residual mean square.
For diagnostic purposes, we would naturallyask
about the size of the residual correspondingto yi
when data point i has been omittedfromthe fit.That
is, we base the fiton the remainingn - 1 data points
and thenpredictthe value forYi. This residual is yi xif(i), where 8(i) is the least-squares estimate of f8
based on all the data except data point i. (These
residuals are also the basis of Allen's (1974) PRESS
criterionfor selectingvariables in regression.) Similarly S2) is the residual mean square for the "not-i"
fit, and the standard deviation of yi - XJJ8(1)is esti-

matedby s(i)[1

+

-.

=(

Xl(X(T)X(l))-lXlT]lI2.

Studentizedresidual:

20

?

)[

S()[1+

We nowdefinethe

Since the numeratorand denominatorin (5.2) are
independent,ri* has a t distributionon n - p - 1
degrees of freedom,and we can readily assess the
significanceof any single Studentized residual. (Of
course, ri* and rj* will not be independent.) In
actually calculatingthe Studentizedresiduals we can
save a great deal of effortby observing that the
quantitieswe need are readily available. Straightforward algebra using (5.1) turns(5.2) into
(5.3)

ri* = ri/(s(i)(1- hi)1)2),

and we can obtains(1) from
(n - p - 1)sU)= (n -p)s2

- r2/(1 -

hi).

Once we have the diagonal elementsof H, the rest is
simple.
Our diagnosticstrategy,then, is to examine the hi
forhigh-leveragedesign points and the ri*fordiscrepant y values. These two aspects of the search for
troublesomedata points are complementary;neither
is sufficientby itself. When hi is small, ri* may be
large because riis large, but the impactof yion the fit
or on the coefficientsmay be minor.And when hi is
large, r4*may stillbe moderateor small because yi is
consistentwiththe model and the rest of the data.
Justhow to combinethe information
fromhiand ri*
is a matterof judgment. We preferthe more detailed
grasp of the data which comes fromlooking at the hi
and the ri* separately. For diagnostic purposes, a
practicewhichwe recommendis to tag as exceptional
any data point forwhich hi or ri*is significantat the
10 percent level. To decide whetheran exceptional
point is actually damaging, one would then use a
criterionwhich is appropriatein the context of the
data. Two likely criteria are the change in coefficients,f3- /3(j) easily calculated from
p=/3()i = (XTX)-xiTri1/(1 - hi);

X2/(2)_lT12

(5.2))()

X

52

(5.5)

and the change in fit at point i, xi f3o),
which
simply reduces to hiri/(l - hi). (The size of such
changes would customarilybe compared to some
suitable measure of scale.) For both of these criteria
it is easy to determinethe effectof settingaside an
exceptionalpointwithoutrecalculation.
To continueour diagnosis of the wood beam example, we plot strengthagainst specificgravityin Figure
B and strengthagainst moisturecontentin Figure C.
Withthe exception of beam 1, the firstof these looks
quite linear and well-behaved. In the second plot we
see somewhat more scatter,and beam 4 stands apart
fromthe rest. Table 3 gives ri, (1 - hi)1)2,s(i), and the
Studentized residuals ri*. Among the ri*, beam 1
appears as a clear stray (p < .02), and beam 6 also
deserves attention(p < .1). Since beam 4 is knownto
have highleverage (hi = .604), we continueto investigate it.
The fitforthe fulldata is
y3= 10.302 + 8.495(SG) -0.2663(MC),

-

(5.4)

with s

=
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(5.6)

0.2753; and when we set aside beams 1, 4,

Strength

3. StudentizedResidutalsand Related Quiantities
for
the Wood Beam Data
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Figure B. Strengthversus Specific Gravityfor the Wood Beam
Data (Plottingsymbolis beam number.).
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beam 6. Dividing each of these by the estimated
standarderrorof 9j (s h1from(2.4)) yields -1.790,
-1.196, and 0.737, respectively.On the whole these
are not as substantialas the coefficientchanges, but
beam 1 and (to a lesser extent)beam 4 are stillfairly
damaging.
We have used two sources of diagnostic information, the diagonal elementsof the hat matrixand the
Studentized residuals, to identifydata points which
may have an unusual impact on the results of fitting
the linear model (2.1) by least squares. We must
interpretthis informationas clues to be followed up
to determinewhethera particulardata pointis discrepant, but not as automatic guidance for discarding
observations. Often the circumstances surrounding
the data will provide explanationsforunusual behavior, and we will be able to reach a much more
insightfulanalysis. Judgmentand external sources of
informationcan be importantat many stages. For
example, if we were tryingto decide whether to
include moisturecontentin the model for the wood
beam data (the context in which Draper and Stoneman (1966) introducedthis example), we would have
to give close attentionto the effectof beam 4 on the
correlationbetween the carriersas well as the correlation between the coefficients.Such considerations
do not readilylend themselvesto automationand are
an importantingredientin the differencebetween
data analysis and data processing(Tukey 1972a).

11

FigureC. Strengthversus Moisture Contentforthe Wood Beam
Data (Plottingsymbolis beam number.).

and 6 in turn,we findj8 - 8(j) to be (2.710, -1.772,
-0.1932) T, (-2.109, 1.695, 0.1242) T, and (-0.642,
0.748, 0.0329)T,respectively.The estimatedstandard
errorsfor 30, ,11, and 12 are 1.896, 1.784, and 0.1237,
so that settingaside eitherbeam 1 or beam 4 causes
each coefficientto change by roughly 1.0 to 1.5 in
standard-error
units. Thus we should be reluctantto
include these data points. By comparison, removing
beam 6 leads to changes only about 25 percent as
large.
Similarly,the change in fitat point i, xi(f - fJ(i),is
-0.3 19 forbeam 1, -0.256 for beam 4, and 0.078 for

6. Computation
Since we findthe hat matrix(at least the diagonal
elements hi) a very worthwhilediagnosticadditionto
the informationusually available in multipleregression, we now brieflydescribe how to obtain H from
the more accurate numerical techniques for solving
least-squares problems. Justas these techniquesprovide greateraccuracy by not formingXTX or solving
the normalequations directly,we do not calculate H
accordingto the definition.
For most purposes the method of choice is to
representX as
X =Q

flxp

(6.1)

R,

nxn nxp

(with Q an orthogonaltransformation
and R

=

LRT,

21

whereR is p x p upper triangular)and obtain Q
Substias a productof Householder transformations.
tuting(6.1) and the special structureof R into the
definitionof H, we see that
on

H= Q[0P O]QT

(6.2)

Witha modestincrease in computationcost, a simple
modificationof the basic algorithmyields H as a byproduct.If n is large, we can arrangeto calculate and
storeonly the hi
Finally we mentionthe singular-valuedecomposition,
X=

nXp

U

E

VT,

nxp pXp pXp

(6.3)

where UTU = Ip, E is diagonal, and V is orthogonal.
If this more elaborate approach is used (e.g., when X
mightnot be of full rank), we can calculate the hat
matrixfrom

H = UUT.

(6.4)

These and other decompositionsare discussed by
Golub (1969). For a recent account of numerical
techniques in solving linear least-squares problems,
we recommend the book by Lawson and Hanson
(1974).
[ReceivedOctober18,1976.RevisedJune9, 1977.]
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